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ABSTRACT
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is emerging as an attractive approach to public-key
cryptography for constrained environments, because of the small key sizes and
computational efficiency, while preserving the same security level as the standard
methods. The performance of public-key cryptography methods is critical in embedded
environments such as applications for wireless, handheld internet devices and smart
cards with small memory and strict CPU-latency constraints. Power control is also
important for embedded systems as well as security against Differential Power
Analysis (DPA).
We examined the performance of a set of ECC kernel benchmarks and proposed ISA
extensions to support secure and efficient execution, on a ARM processor, which is a
very common platform for embedded system applications. An evaluation of possible
ARM instruction set extension for Elliptic Curve Cryptography over binary finite fields
GF(2m) is presented. With almost no cost at hardware level, we found an average 33%
reduction of the total number of dynamically executed instructions.
Finally, we analyzed the power requirement to achieve an efficient and secure
execution from a power standpoint. Some preliminary results showing the power
consumption of the benchmarks are presented.
KEYWORDS: ACACES; poster session; Elliptic Curves Cryptography; ECC; Differential
Power Analisys; DPA; Diffie-Hellman; El-Gamal.

1 Introduction
Cryptography algorithms can be divided into two categories: private-key (symmetric) and
public-key (asymmetric). Private-key systems use a common private key shared between
the communicating parties, while public-key do not require any key exchange.
Mainly public-key algorithms are currently used into encryption schemes (like RSA or ElGamal [1]), digital signature schemes (like Digital Signature Algorithm, DSA [2]), and key
agreement methods (like Diffie-Hellman [3]).
Both private and public key sizes must grow over time to offer acceptable security [2, 4].
The major advantage of ECC is the use of shorter keys with a security level equivalent to
finite fields public-key algorithms; as a consequence faster implementations, reduced
energy and bandwidth consumption can be achieved. Because of these characteristics,
ECC is already incorporated into two important public-key cryptography standards, FIPS
186-2 [2]and IEEE-P1363 [5].

We analyzed the major bottlenecks at function level in ARM processors (90% of mobile
phones use it [6]) and evaluated the performance improvement [7, 8], when we introduce
some simple architectural support in the ARM ISA. We also address the problem of the
power requirements of the benchmark; DPA techniques [9-11] are a serious threat for the
security of embedded devices and power analysis could be useful to achieve a more secure
execution.
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Intel XScale architecture [15] (Table 1).
The sim-outorder tool was modified to profile to application at a functioning level and we
also added all the unimplemented system calls for ARM target, although they were not
critical for the execution of the benchmark. The compilation is performed with a version
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3 The proposed ISA extension
A very large percentage (approximately 40%) of integer instructions as well as load and
store operations (approximately 50%) are present in the instruction mix; the finite field
operations translate into a large number of logical operations (XOR, shift etc.), and result
in a large number of register-memory transfers to operate on m-bit data (e.g. m ranges
from 163 to 283 and is much larger than 32 bit register width in ARM).

Results (Figure 1) show that in
particular, the mr_mul2 procedure,
which multiplies two 32-bit binary
finite field polynomials and
produces
a
64-bit
product
consumes 34% of the total
execution time in average for all
benchmarks; mr_mul2 procedure is
translated into about 400 dynamic
instructions (roughly 500 cycles),
which correspond to about 12
instructions per bit to perform 32bit polynomial multiplication.
Based on the previous analysis, we
decided to measure the impact of
Figure 1: Br eakdown of ex ecution time in ter ms of progra m functions.
extending ARM instruction set
with an instruction, called MULGF
[17], for polynomial word-level
multiplication in binary finite fields. The appropriate calls of C pr ocedure for 32-bit
polynomial multiplication in software were substituted with a single MULGF instruction.
The MULGF instruction was modelled to have a delay of one cycles, as the integer
multiplier unit of ARM processor.
The impact of adding the MULGF instruction for word-level polynomial multiplication in
finite field is shown in Figure 2 Number of dynamically executed instructions, as well as
the execution time, is lower by approximately one-third in average, with projective
coordinates. The improvement in execution time is more significant for Diffie-Hellman
(54% in number of instructions and 55%
for execution time in GF(2233 )) and ElGamal algorithms (48% for encryption
and 37% for decryption in number of
instructions, i.e. 39% and 35% in
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4
Power
consumption
characterization
The use of ECC public-key system is particularly useful for embedded systems in which
computation efficiency is required. In addition, embedded systems require also low-power
consumption, as the market requests long battery life and satisfying performance.
We will address the problem of power consumption characterization of our ECC
benchmarks workload because this aspect is particularly interesting for the physical
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implementation of embedded secure devices (Figure 3). Our recent (and future) work
focuses on the characterization of the
benchmark workload based on ECC
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Figure 3 : Power ra tio in the va r ious pa r t of the system.
standard methods and we expect a
better performance also from this point of view. A power characterization of the
benchmarks can be done through HotLeakage [14]. Preliminary results are presented in
Figure 3. After a characterization of the power requirements of ECC benchmarks, adaptive
techniques will be investigated to improve the benchmark low-power behaviour.
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